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Superstitions and miracles both emanate from the unusual nature of existence expressing, breaking a pattern of normal. . .
Superstitions are methods to avoid manifestations or modalities to manifest. . .

Many are perforce or habitually superstitious but some who understand the esoteric and the metaphysical nature of being, will have

a foundation. . .

So should we call Einstein’s pain wave theory superstition or science it’s a hard question of science. . .
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle is a science of all possibilities or kind of superstition.

There’s a super conscious mind which sees and understands beyond our finite reasoning powers with classical conditioning. . .as per

modern day psychiatry. . .

The word superstition probably emanates from old wisdom theories or philosophies of understanding time, place, moment and cir-

cumstances pertinent to the energy flow in the electromagnetic field (vastushastra).

In doing anything, indulging, invoking or manipulating energies for a desired outcome. . .

Superstitions also were the deepest experiences of our old rishi munis and of our age old spiritual veterans, who probably with their

experience told the people how the mechanics of manifestations work. . .

So, superstitions were based on the fundamental principles of ‘mechanics of manifestations with age old wisdom of tried and tested

jyotish - vidya alongside the science of vaastu . . .

Superstition is a frivolous word given by the western media to a deep science, thanks to the pseudo intellects who earned it a negative

image. . . The way the west discredited yoga and ayurveda which had made India a spiritual leader. . .

Cat cutting your road should be considered superstitious? Eating dahi-shakkar to be considered auspicious? Or when you step out of

the house you must step out with your right foot forward so that things go right?

Today the biology of belief is scientifically validated... so why not faith for relief? If faith can move mountains, beliefs with intended

thoughts for desired manifestations can trigger energy fountains. . .please do refer to teleology a theory by Aristotle. . .
Numbers work, colours work, geographies work and also philosophies work. . .
But above superstitions there is something called, “Spirituality”.
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Superstitions are the captives in the matrix of thde mind of do’s and dont’s which tell you if you do this, this will happen, and if you

don’t do this the opposite or worse will happen.
So it is about rewards and punishments.

It is about making it or about making mistakes. It is also about being religious, because about being religious is being superstitious as well.
Because religious people trap you around dos and don’ts, they make it greed oriented. They make it reward oriented, they make it

punishment oriented, they make it anxiety, despair, and fear oriented.

When these emotions influence us superstitions become the byproducts.
*THE PRISM OF THE MIND. . .IS THE PRISON OF THE MIND*.

Nirvana and moksha liberate and salvage you from analysis, the tragic of logic, reasoning and rational. . . makes you spontaneous in

pure awareness beyond pain and pleasure, loss and treasure. . .independent of failure and glory and least interested in leaving behind a
story. . .

To sum it all who is right? Neither you the reader nor me the writer!

Mahaveer’s philosophy of Shyad-vaad. . .The philosophy of perhaps. . .

Only nothingness is the constant. . .and there isn’t any other absolute truth. . .
Perhaps you are right, perhaps I’m right, perhaps we both are wrong. . .
Who are we to judge this eternal dance of energy and its song?
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